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RAINBOW RIBBONS

For our first item we submit an effect eminently 

suitable as an Opening Problem. To secure a good, opening 

effect is often a somewhat difficult matter, especially on the 

third or fourth visit to the same place and for this reason we 

ere confident that "Rainbow Ribbons" will be appreciated by our 

re aders.

The performer first shows his hands to be quite empty ■ 

he then talee3 a small length of white sillc thread from a spool 

and rubs it gently between his fingers. In e second or two a 

bunch of white silk ribbon slowly appears and when fully 

developed is placed over the left shoulder. A similar proceedure 

with a piece of blue silk thread results in a bunch of blue 

ribbons and these are placed over the right shoulder. Remarking 

that his hands are becoming cold the performer warms them with 

a match, prior to rubbing a piece of red silk thread between his 

fingers' and producing a third bunch of ribbons, these, of course, 

being red.

The white and blue ribbons ere taken off the shoulders 

and mingled with the red ones, when two streamers of red, white 

and blue ribbons ere seen to shoot out. These ere temporarily 

placed down whilst a piece of cartridge paper is shown and then 

rolled into a tube. The ribbons are pushed into one end of the 

tube, A Magical Spell is pronounced end they ere pulled out 

from the other end of the tube end it is found thet they have 

formed themselves into a large Union Jack made up of the mingled 

Red, White end 31ue Ribbons.

;u. CiU idci'-LC up

eighteen inches

The bunches of ribbon first produe 

about fifteen pieces of narrow ribbon, eboui 

long, tied together at one end with a knot.

The first bunch (White) is produced from the armpit 

and is obtained whilst showing the hands empty. It is then placed 

over the left shoulder and the second bunch (Blue) is obtained 

from a hollow spool when the piece of blue silk thread is being 

broken off. This bunch is then placed over the right shoulder 

end the third bunch is produced from a match-box. The pieces 

of silk thread are worked amongst the ribbons in each case and 

thus concealed.



i - The white arid blue hunches are now taken from the 

shoulder and in doing so the hands naturally travel down the 

lapels and in so doing take from behind each lapel a throwout 

about six feet long composed of red white and blue ribbons.

The v/hole lot is now put down for a minute whilst the 

performer shows the piece of paper end under cover of lifting 

the paper up to shov/ the back of it a dye-tube is introduced 

behind it from the vest opening. The paper is now rolled around 

the dye-tube, which latter, of course, contains the flag made 

up of the mingled ribbons.

The ribbons are picked up and pushed into the tube, 

going into the dye-tube end dislodging the flag. A small portion 

of the flag is pulled out of the tube and v/hilst this is being 

done the dye-tube is allowed, to slip into a black art well.

The remainder of the flag is now pulled out, but it is kept 

bunched up for a second and the paper is casually shown empty 

end thrown aside. The flag is then produced to its full extent 

and the performer bov/s, let us hops, to the applause.

We do not consider it necessary to go into the 

construction of the flag as an obliging sister or wife v/ill find 

very little difficulty in constructing it.

A USEFUL SUGGESTION .

In presenting the Vanishing Wand we use a little 

artifice that we think will appeal to our readers.

For getting rid of the stick inside the shell wand we 

use the cloth tube at the back of a chair. The performer 

standing at the side of the chair first raps the wand smartly 

on the seat with his right hand. With the left hand he picks up 

a small piece of newspaper from the seat of the chair. He is 

just commencing to wrap the newspaper round the wend when the 

paper "Accidentally" slips from his fingers. He stoops down 

to pick up the paper with the left hand and v/hilst doing so the 

right hand naturally rests on the back of the chair and during 

the instant it is there, the wand is, of course released into 

the bag at the back of the chair.

The trick then proceeds as usual.



THE FLIGHT

This card effect, although rether complicated on paper 

is perfectly practical and eminently suited to e large hall.

The performer first shore e half-plate printing-out 

frame containing a photograph (post-card siso) of hinsclf. To 

prove the innocence of the frame it is taken apart and shorn 

to consist of 1. the frame, 2. the glass, 3* the photograph, 

and 4, the wooden hack. The frame is put together again and 

still containing the photograph is wrapped in a large silk 

handkerchief end stood against the hack of a chair.

An assistant is secured from the audience and asked 

to shuffle a pack of cards. The cards are now divided into four 

heaps, one of the heaps is chosen end the top card of this 

heap is used for the experiment. The assistant is now handed 

an envelope which he is asked to thoroughly examine and then to 

place the card inside the envelope. A piece of silk ribbon 

about a yard long is shown and the centre of it is laid over the 

mouth of the envelope. This latter is now sealed up and so 

thereby becomes attached to the middle of the ribbon, the 

assistant is asked to hold the ends of the ribbon whilst the 

performer shows another larger envelope (about 5-|ins. by 9ins.) 

of the "Manilla'* variety; This is shown to be empty and to have 

a small slit cut at each side about mid-way down. The envelope 

containing the card is placed in the larger one, the ribbon 

attached to it is pushed in and pulled out again through the 

slits on both sides of the larger envelope. This latter is 

sealed up and the assistant is asked to hold the ribbon by the 

ends again.

This completes the preparations and a Magical Spell is 

pronounced. The performer goes over to the assistant holding

the ribbon and te ’S aw ay tin rgc envelope leaving the

smeller one suspended on the ribbon. This envelope is opened 

by the assistant himself and found to contain instead of the 

card,the photograph. The frame is uncovered and inside it is 

found the chosen card.



The Magical effect proper is undoubtedly nothing new, 

but the means of producing the effect make it a decided novelty.

The task before us is-to explain the methods of 

producing two changes - the change from photograph to card in 

the frame and the card to photograph in the envelope.

Let us take the preparations for the change which 

takes place in the frame. The frame, glass and photograph are 

all quite unprepared, the back of the frame is painted a dead 

black. There ere, however, two things that the audience is 

not aware of. One is a second piece of glass, of such a size 

that it will fit in front of the real glass. This has a piece 

of black cloth gummed to one side and between the glass and 

the cloth is a duplicate photograph; A post-card is prepared 

by blacking its plain side and gumming in the centre a 

duplicate of the card to be forced afterwards. The glass is 

on the performer's table near the front,cloth side upwards, and 

the post-card is on the same table to the rear.

Now to discuss the preparation for the second change, 

the first envelope is quite unprepared, the large envelope is 

not so innocent. It is a double envelope of the type made by 

cutting the back off a similar envelope and gumming it inside. 

In the back compartment is placed a duplicate small envelope 

containing a photograph. This envelope is sealed up with a 

piece of ribbon underneath the flap exactly as the one made 

up during the presentation. Seen end of this piece of ribbon 

has attached to it about ■Jins, of black thread with a large 

knot at both ends. These knots are pulled through the slits 

which are now cut down the’creases. The inner compartment is 

scaled up and everything is ready.

The performer first shows the frame and takes it to 

pieces and puts the back, glass, and photograph down on his 

table. To put the frame together again it is placed on the 

table oust over the cloth-backed glass. The ordinary gloss is 

first put back, then comes the critical move, the blacked 

post-card with the playing card fastened to it is placed on 

the glass and the real photograph left on the table . The 

back is now put in and to show that the frame still contains 

the photograph the performer picks up the frame and with it 

the glass with the photograph at the back. This, fitting in 

front of the frame, gives the impression that the frame 

still contains the photograph. The frame is placed down for 

a minute whilst the handkerchief is shown then picked up again



and inm.edi a.telythis time of course without the front "less 

wrapped up without being shown.

The forcing of the csrd is brought shout by very 

effective means. The card to he forced is msdo shorthr then 

the rest of the pack hy cutting shout one-eighth of an inch off 

or. n end. The pack is given to the assistant to he, shuffled, 

'■vac it is hended hack the performer squares it up end riffles 

"„ Owing to the forced card being shorter a quite perceptable 

break cm be felt. The pack is divided, by riffling off 

numbers of the cards, into four heaps and the performer sees 

that the short card is on the top of one of, these hears. This 

hdap is forced hy elimination end the top card taken for the 

experiment.

This card is put into the small envelope which has 

been duly examined end the piece of ribbon attached to it as 

explained previously. The large envelops is casually shown and 

•the small envelope placed inside it. The ribbon attached to the 

letter is tucked in end apparently pulled through the slits in 

the sides of the large one. It is however, the ribbon from the 

back compartment that is pulled through the slits, the knots 

enabling this to be done with ease. ■ The large envelope is now 

seeled end the ends of the ribbon given to the assistant.

After the magical spoil, the large envelope is torn 

bodily away from the ribbon leaving the duplicate small 

envelope held on to the ribbon. Everything is-now straight

forward end any wizard who presents this effect will find it a 

very practical end effective problem.

A NOVEL PRODUCTION .

The trick of producing a vanished handkerchief from a 

wrapped up hollow candle and the subsequent discovery of the 

candle in the performers pocket has a-.lv/ays appealed to us, but, 

in our opinion, the last part of the trick is somewhat work.

7/e produce the candle, by finding it on the back of the boy who 

has been assisting dui'ing the problem. The candle, fitted 

with a sharp hook, is placed on a chrir .servente, the boy, when 

he first comes onto the platform, is asked to take a seat and 

when he is afterwards requested to stand up the candle is easily 

listened on to his back. Being c surprise, wc have found the 

above ’’Novel Production" to provide quite a good finale.



SI An Ideal Drawing Room Experiment "

In the problem under discussion, the performer first 

chov/o two plain mirrors, preferably about 7ins. by ki-lins. ,

(free from frames). They are bade to back, so that the fronts 

arc outward end arc bound together by a piece of silk ribbon 

about l-J- ins. broad, which is tied with a large bow. Adhered

to one corner of each mirror is a small gummed tid After

showing the_mirrors the performer asks the audience to mention 

any two letters of the alphabet. These, having been obtained, 

are written in blue pencil one on each of the tickets "for

purpose of identification’’. The ribbon is then untied , the 

two mirrors are separated and displayed. The mirrors are then 

placed together again, but this time reversed with the fronts■ 

facing each other, end it is seen that there ere similar gummed 

tickets on one corner of each of the painted becks. The ribbon 

is then tied round the mirrors again end the "Second set" of 

tickets initialled; In this condition the mirrors are placed 

in full view of the audience.

A Pack of Cords is shown, one is chosen by a member 

of the audience, who in asked to tear the card into small 

pieces gnd place them in a metal box.

A Magical in-cantation is pronounced, the performer 

unties the ribbon from around the mirrors and the chosen card 

is found between them on one of the surfaces. But, the card 

is not complete, a corner is missing . On opening the box 

the pieces have disappeared all but one and when this is placed 

on the corner of the card it is found to be a perfect fit.

I'hus proving the original card has been restored.

Probably the expert, reeding between the lines, will 

have recognised this novel adaption of one of the latest of 

Magical Principles, but we believe it will be quite new to the 

majority of performers..

Firstly, let us consider the card that appears between 

the mirrors. ’This is what is called "An Elastic Card". It is a 

card that has been scored, (cut half way through) lengthways 

into three parts, the middle portion being slightly larger than 

the other two, so that the outer portions will fold upon the 

centre. Two strands of elastic are then gummed across the 

back of the card about £-ins. from each end. The card thus



prepared, will, when rele ceod fwv. 

back to its full extent, Tho bi.ok

tty folded state^ spring 

of the .nvldie portion of this

card is gummed to the centre of one of thr mirrors.

This card is of course a duplicate of the one which 

ie forced afterwards.

To prepare for the trick the mirrors are equipped on 

"both sides with the small gum tickets. The mirrors ere then 

placed hack to hack. The card is folded and the piece of 

'ribbon placed over it so that it very effectively conceals the 

sane. The ribbon is thon tied round the mirrors, first 

lengthways and then across and tied with a how.

The metal box used to contain the pieces is a Roterberg 

Cord Box loaded in the bottom portion with a corner which has 

been torn off the ‘'Elastic” card.

In presentation, the mirrors are first shown on both 

sides, the card (folded) being concealed by the width of the ..

-/i-bon, They ere then initialled and turned so that the 

v .- ovor with the card attached is away'from the. audience and 

f.ribbon is untied. The card now expends to its full width 

cuf the mirrors ’ere separated and shown by removing the 

unpropbred one end reversing it. The mirrors are now placed 

together again but this time face to face. This is 

accoiapliehed as follows

11 After displaying the unprepared mirror and CALLING- ATTENTION 

to the "Back of the prepared one, the former with FRONT facing 

the audience is placed be nine! the latter, thus bringing the 

mirrors together with the card between. "

/They are then again bound together with the ribbon 

and the second couple of gummed tickets initial?.el.

All that remains is to force a dug neats of the 

prepared card and have the torn up pieces placed in the Card 

Box.

The mirrors are untied, the card is found between them 

the solitary piece is found when the box is opened and is shown 

to just fit the card found between the mirrors.

The performer drives home the obvious inference and 

so ” MIRRORS OF MYSTERY " comes to an end.

A good song for the Ventriloquist is ,rLittle Novels” 

by Dick Henty, published by Reynolds & Co. The word3 are easy, 

the tune simple, while the verses ere really funny.
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11 Yn KxpisTduent with The Point of View."

To the casual reader tills effect dll have little to 

commend itself. It is just the "G-enerel Post" idea cosoon to dl 

coif Ink tj on tricks, ‘out we 5 nolu.de it here: firstly, because 

it invariably ixioxesses sn audience cs roc-airing greet skill; 

seeo;rli.y; 'because of smoothness of working, end lastly because - 

the use of the Point of View patter (for which, cf coarse,, ye 

have to thank llr David Devart. ) gives it a touch of novelty which 

most audierooD will he found to appreciate*

The Patter re uae is ta-s follows : ~

:iI should, like to show you an experiment with the Point of 

View* For I dont suppose nary of you lenov what this is, hut in 

the near future the Point of View will he e very import cart thing.

Before commencing the experiment I should like to give 

you on actual example of v/hat the Point of View is. I have hers 

a billiard hell,-now if I hold it between my fingers in thin nay 

you get the no Pad state of affairs, hut if I move the tell 

slowly up and .down your Point of View is altered and you see tvro- 

or rather you appear to see two, because of source it is merely 

your viewpoint that is altered,. If I rave the hall up end down 

again your Point cf Vi eve once more becomes nomnl and you see 

rhe.t re have had ell the while, of course, just one hall.

ITor to commence the experiment. The first thing I use 

is this glass glas3 nr.de of glass, also a box cf confetti.I am 

going to fill the glass with confetti. Its not a very large 

glass, but of course that is a natter of taste - or thirst, 

how I an going to close the box and place ana place the glass 

.of confetti upon the lid. This is the next thing I use - e. 

cardboard cylinder. If you look through the ore end you see 

the other and of course if you look through the other you see 

the one. The tube which you’ll notice is suite empty I an going 

to place over trie glass.

I ’should nor like to horror something - 2d like to 

horror a hoy. I used to ask for a girl for this trick but there 

v:as such a rush X had to stop it. Thanks very much. First of 

all , will you have a look ct this lemon. I don't like 

introducing anything so sour when there are so many sweet things 

about hat it has to he done. Fotr will you have a look at this



glass. You > 11 notice that it is closed at one end to keep the 

liquid in, and open at the other* to let it out. Will you stuff 

tiis homer, into the glass ?• This isn’t the first time you’ve 

staffed is it ? X em going to cover the glass vr.ith the 

handler chief and will you hold them in your paws - I mean your* 

fingers.

The- only other thing X use is this small green silk 

handkerchief« it has Irish parents mid, likes to advertise the 

fact*

how to cone hack to the Point of View. I take the 

handkerchief end X wave it up end down, slowly your Point of 

View is altered and you sec in place of the handkerchief the 

lomc&e '

I go over to the glass of confetti and your Point of 

View is again altered "because you nee in place of the confetti-* 

thp handkerchief, The only thing that remains to complete the 

illusion is to go over to the. tumbler which contained the demon 

and-the change in your Point of View is complete, because you 

sec in place of the lemon the missing confetti. Thank you very 

much for your assistance end I hope" you have enjoyed this 

little experiment with your Point of View, u

The effect with tho billiard ball is simply the 

nultiplication by means of the half shell end solid ball, into 

two and the return back to one ball*

Briefly, the plot of the trick proper is that a glass 

tumbler is filled with confetti from a box and covered with a 

tv.be, A second glass has a lemon put inside it and is covered 

with a, large handkerchief. A silk handkerchief is ehcvm end 

on /being v/aved slowly up end down it changes to a lemon. The 

rube is taken off the glass of confetti end tho handkerchief is 

found in its place. The glass covered with the handkerchief is 

round to contain the confetti instead of the lemon.

The change from the silk handkerchief to the lemon io 

brought about by tho usual "Hollow lemon". This .is concealed 

in •tho vect opening and pulled out by the thumb under cover of 

the handkerchief,

The "glass that is seemingly filled with confetti is 

changed in the box ( we use a large stationery box) for a 

duplicate gras3 containing a "Confetti fake" loaded inside with 

a duplicate silk handkerchief. The fake is fitted at the top 

with a loop of line wire, so that when the cover is ‘taken .off 

the glass the fake can easily be taken off with it, leaving



the silk handkercliie? (wM 

small piece of lead) bel-ind 

For the transfer#a'

s v e 

.a the 

'. Oil 02

in one corner with &

'A:j o a

the hi ft©! .containing the

lemon into the glass of confetti) the two glasses are e r change d 

whilst being .covered up. The change we use is very similar to 

one described by Donald Koines in "Boras Modern Conjuring" end 

is so deceptive and useful that we include a description' of it

JH'i.T»i> .

'.tuie glass containing the confetti is concealed in a

•v/cll in the performers table. The veil must be of such depth 

that, the ifuu*of the tumbler just roaches the l^vol of the table. 

The assistant is given the glass containing thdfto riold while

the nerforaier shows a large handkerchief. The letter is then 

laid’half on the table so that the edge of it just comes in 

front of the well. The glass containing the lemon is taken from 

the-boy end held in the left hand. The performer picks up 

the handkerchief from the table with the right hand and also 

grips the rim of the’ concealed tumbler bringing it out of the 

well hidden behind the handkerchief. The tumbler containing 

the lemon is brought behind the handkerchief and guickly 

dropped ihto the vrell just vacated by the other tumbler and the 

tumbler containing the confetti Is 'immediately covered up and 

given to the boy to hold.

A VISIBLE TRANSIT.

’ During the course of the well-known problem 11 The

Cards "from Hand to Pocket " we use a little notion that always 

meets with a good reception. After several cards have passed 

we offer to make one pass visibly. The usual flip is given to 

the cards and the course of one card up the left sleeve is 

described, the card is then soon to slowly pass across the 

white front of the performer and having completed the journey 

down the right side is produced from the pocket. The card that 

passes across .the chest is really two cards gummed together with 

a piece of white thread running between them. The thread at the 

left side passes through the armhole of the vest and hangs loosely 

down. At'the right side the thread passes through the vest 

armhole and is passed by means of a needle through the back of 

the coat where it is tied to a small britton. To cause the card to 

pass across the chest slowly pull the button.



CAMEOS A I G .i-i. n

So successful has this item been with every class of 

audience, that it is with no snail feeling of reluctance that 

we present it to the Magical Fraternity. Y/e may, however, 

lay this miction to our souls,..that did the ‘booklet contain 

nothing else it would at least be worth the reasonable price 

asked.

EFFECT.

colours are 

assistant i: 

to take one

A number of 

and placed in-

small balls of wool of various 

shown and placed into a velvet bag. A volunteer 

cajoled into coming onto the platform end asked

i eg.of the balls of wool from the bag. Suppose the ball 

of green wool is selected, a piece about a yard long is broken 

off and placed on a white cambric handkerchief which has been 

examined by the a.ssistent. The hank, with the wool inside, is

folded into its original creases and a small elastic band is

placed around it. The handkerchief is then wrapped up in e 

piece of tissue paper and deposited in a glass tumbler.

Eight visiting cards ere now shown, each bears the 

name of some well-known person. The names are read out and 

each card handed to the assistant for verification. The 

assistant now shuffles the cords and then places them face- 

downwards upon a snail tray in two rows with four cards in a LCh

row. He then chooses one of the cards, suppose the name on the 

card be Charlie Chaplin (and it invariably is !), the hank, is 

taken from the glass, the tissue paper is unwrapped, the elastic 

band is token off and the green wool is found to have formed 

itself into the well-known outline of Charlie Chaplin.

REQUIREMENTS. A velvet changing bag, loaded in one 

compartment with a number of balls of green wool. A similar 

number of variously coloured balls, one of which must be green. 

Two cambric handkerchiefs, fairly large, one of these has sewn 

on it the outline in green wool of Charlie Chaplin. Two elastic 

bands, a piece of coloured tissue paper, eight visiting cards 

suitable inscribed, a small tray and a glass tumbler.



"FP.5PMATi6l'Ta The handlcerchiof with -lie outline on it 

is folded, into its creases end one of the el.a tin bends is 

placed around it. It is then placed ;just in front of a Black 

Art Well. The piece of tissue paper is placed on the edge of 

the table and over the handkerchief, thus concealing•the 

handkerchief, and the tumbler is placed on the tissue paper just 

in front of the concealed handkerchief. The visiting card 

hearing the name of Charlie Chaplin has a small pencil mark on 

the hack of it so that it can easily he distinguished from the 

others.

PP.E3BBT.AfIOW. The velvet hag is first shown and 

turned Inside out (this is quite safe if dene carefully) The 

coloured halls of wool ere then thrown separately into the 

empty side of the hag. The assistant is requested to ta3.ee one 

.of the halls of wool from the hag and of course takes one from 

the "A13 green" side. A piece of the green wool is wrapped 

inside the handkerchief and the elastic hand placed round it.

Wow comes the critical move. The handkerchief is held in the 

left hand and the performer calls attention to the glass 

and the piece'of paper on the table. He picks up the glass with 

the right hand and the paper with the left. In picking up the 

paper the left hand naturally goes underneath it, the handkerchief 

is dropped into the well end the duplicate picked up with the 

paper. This duplicate is now wrapped, up in the paper and put in 

the tumbler. The eight cards are shown end shuffled by the 

assistant, who then lays the cards upon the tray. The "Charlie 

Chaplin" card is located hy the mark on the hack anu is forced 

by elimination.

Y/e do not propose to give the patter in full hut the 

names and accompanying remarks we use are as fc.i -ows 

" The first card hears the name of Mr. Joseph Beckett - 

the author of the famous hook "Dreamsi* On th:. second - Sir 

Harry Lauder - the man who lived on sardines beeruse they 

repeated on him. The next card - Horatio hector-ley - the only 

successor to George Washington, On the next - the famous 

dramatic actor - Charlie Chaplin. On the next - Mr Lloyd George - 

to ensure the success of the experiment. On the next - Miss 

Mary Bickford - an American hy birth, although she came off a 

3rod Scotch family, one of the families that came south with 

Boil Kciiyan. On the next Marshal Poch - on whom all honour, 

and on the last - Mr Winston Churchill - the long distance 

champion stunt merchant.5’



A CATASTROPHEFilin'ci i\i

For the following effect wo can claim no originality, 

seeing that it was presented by Herr Dobler well over a hundred 

years ago. Latterly, however, this really good trick has been 

very neglected and as we present it in a manner differing in 

several ways from anything we £eve hitherto come across we think 

that the practical conjurer will welcome its inclusion here.

The performer first asks for the loan of a 10/- note, 

the number is noted by the o’.-mer and it is brought upon the 

platform by a boy from the audience, this boy acts as assistant 

throughout the trick. He is first asked to examine an envelope 

and then to fold the note into three parte and to place it 

inside the envelope and seal the envelope up. To identify the 

envelope the performer puts his initials on it and also those 

of the owner. The boy is asked to hold the envelope and in 

order to shov/ that the note is still inside the envelope a 

candle is lighted and held behind it . The performer now 

addresses the audience but, hearing titters, looks down and 

finds that the envelope has caught fire and is burning 

merrily away. Futile efforts are made to extinguish the flames 

and finally all that is left are a few ashes which the 

performer has caught on a plate. These are offered to the 

owner of the note but are refused, then an attempt is made to 

borrow another note and after sufficient by-play of this kind, 

attention is called to the candle. This is extinguished and 

cut into three parts, one of these is chosen end on being broken 

is found to contain the rostered bank-note which is returned and 

identified by its owner.

The requirements for the trick consist of a blotting 

pad, end two loose sheets of blotting paper, two duplicate 

envelopes, one of which contains s piece of oarer folded so 

that the shadow of it through the envelope will look like the 

folded 10/*- note. A candle and candle stick, and a small piece 

of candle, about one third the length of the reel candle, this 

is hollowed out. The performer must be equipped with a fountain 

pen end an assistant is necessary in the vaings, who must have 

with him a small tray.
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the rear of the blottlfig

In presentation, after the- boy has sealed the note in 

the examined envelope, the performer remarks that he will put 

his initials on it. j?qp this purpose lie takes the fountain pen 

'out. of his pocket end resting the envelops on the pad writes 

hats initials on it. He then blots the envelope with the loose 

sheets of blotting paper and it Is here that the switch is made. 

Both slieeto are picked'up and placed on the envelope to blot it, 

but only one is taken off* this reveals the duplicate which the' 

performer is just going to hand to the boy when he remembers the 

owner and asks for his initials. These are put on the duplicate 

envelope, ocre being token thi3 time to show that the envelope . 

is not changed»

Hie blotting pad is resting on a small side table 

placed very near the triage and the boy, holding the envelope, 

is taken over to the far side of the platform. The assistant- now 

reaches out and takes the pad off the table. He quickly opens 

the .examined envelope, takes out the note, folds it email and 

pushes it into the hollow piece of candle and places the piece 

of candle underneath the rim of the troy ready to hand to the 

performer.

While the assistant has been doing this the performer 

has been going through with the ”Accidentalu burning of the 

envelope end the subsequent offers to the owner o f the note.

All this gives the assistant plenty of tine to get his work 

done.'

The candle is now extinguished end cut into three 

part's, the performer looks about him for the tray on which to 

display the pieces and catches sight of it in the wings. He 

steps to the side end receives the trey in the right hand, 

thus getting the small piece of candle into his possession „ 

After one of the three pieces has been chosen, the 

selected pieep is placed, end up, on the performers table, just 

in front of a 3ieck Art Well. The tray is put down and the 

right hand epparenty takes the piece of candle off the table.

In reality the chosen piece of candle is knocked into the well 

and the hollow piece, which was retained in the hand when the 

tray was put down, is shown in its place. This pi'ece is- 

broken and the IC/- note is unfolded and given back to its owner



A S ft I S ? A IT TTHE ECU 1< T H

" The .Triangle of Sympathy "

We Teel quite sure that this problem will be keenly 

app??eelated by the Magical Fraternity. Amongst doeens of Card 

Tricks it is comperitively rare that anything appro aching a 

nevr;effect is mec with and for this reason we pi-osent it to the 

Magiosi Entertminer.

> - An assistant from the audience is invited onto the

stage and given a peck of cards to shuffle* After 'the cards 

have been shuffled and cub several times, a long piece of 

broad ribbon is shown end the assistant, ia asked to wrap the 

centre of it a few times round the pack. The ends of the 

ribbon are offered to members of the audience, ono to a lady' 

the, other.to a gentlemen, (if there is room these latter arc 

asked to come onto the stage.)

next a pack of HJMBEKB3 cards ia exhibited and the 

lady, ia asked to shuffle these cards and then to ley them face 

upwards upon a trey. She then chooses one of the cards from 

the tray.

A second pack of playing cards is shuffled and the 

gentleman holding the end of the ribbon selects a card from 

this pack. These preliminaries having been successfully 

carried through the performer holds forth somewhat as follows:-

" I would like to call your attention to vrhat has 

been 'done. My first assistant shuffled a pack cf cards, cut 

them a few times, end then wrapped the centre'of this piece of 

ribbon around the pack. The lady shuffled & pack of cancle, 

each card of which bears a number - from 1 to oZ - and selected 

one of the cards at random,. The gentleman on my left then 

selected a card from a second pack of playing cards.

These then arc the preliminaries and now for the 

experiment. J. want to show you the effect of e strange power - 

the power of sympathy. You will notice that the ribbon mid 

ry three helpers form a triangle - a triangle of sympathy r- 

ar.d I ea going to attempt to prove to you that there is a 

strong bona of sympathy between this human triangle, mid the 

playing card chosen by this gentleman shall be my neons of



rahtrtrbing it. Because we should find that the- card in the 

sx,ciroXed peek at the nuiiber ichosen "by the. lady is identical 

with, the one till3 gentleman liere has oust chosen*

Low, madea, would you mind calling out the number 

yen oho sc *. 18 ! Thank you.

ftext si®, addressing the first assistant, will you 

ploaee unwrap the pack and count slowly down to the 13th card

Ihh performer counts with the assistant until 17 cards have 

keph counted from the top. At this point the performer stop3 

end addresses the gentleman who chose the card. " 1 should like 

vpd- to, call out the name of your card. The- Pour of Diamonds,, 

I'h.pSk you* ’ Then the next card on the peck should be the 

ft-iz* 'ctf diamonds, would you mind turning it vo. Yes, it is the 

vf'o'hr of diamonds and 1 think that proves the existence of a 

. 1. ‘Triangle of .Sympathy.11

Such is the effect and we can imagine thet even the 

hoot' advanced worker will he rather at a loss to explain one 

or t*bo paints, until we mention that there really is a fourth

assistant, but 'a far more tangible one than sympathy.
• - •* ' * »

< To start from the beginning, the assistant, having 

shuffled the cards is asked to take a seat, the performer brings 

a chaip forward end in doing so changes the pack by means of a 

Card servante at the back of the chrir for a duplicate pack.

This letter is arranged in the well-known 3-6-9 method 

('Whipston method. } The pack is cut several tines end while 

being squared up, it is held so that an assistant in the wings* 

qsii see the bottom card. He has in his possession a 

“Do 'Lends Card Locator" which he immediately sets according 

to the bottom card. Ke is then in a position to tell, by means 

of the Locator, the position of every card in the wrapped up 

.pack*

The ends of the ribbon are handed out, the lady is 

asked to shuffle the numbered pack, these cards are then spread 

face upwards on the tray and the lady is given absolutely free 

.choice of a card. Immediately she has chosen one, the number 

on it is announced aloud by the performer, presumably so that 

tbt audience can easily follow the experiment, but really to 

let the assistant in the wings know what number has been* 

•selected, ^hen the assistant hears the number chosen, he 

immediately finds, on looking at the Card Locator, the name



of the ccrd ft that .number in the v/r&pped-up pack. He finds this 

card in a second pack of playing cards which he has in the -wings 

with him, and places it on top of the pack.

The performer comes to the side for this pack, it is 

quickly handed to him by his assistant. The performer gives 

the pack c false shuffle and then forces this card on the 

gentleman holding the end of the tibbon. The only thing that 

remains is to discover the card of the same value in the 

wrapped-up pack at the chosen number and the audience arc left 

completely deceived.

\7e have not ,r 

these can be purchased 

instructions for their 

De Lands Dollar Decks.

cone into the working of the Card Looa 

at the Magical Stores along with full 

use. They are also supplied with

tor,

The above method of using e Card Locater in conjunction 

with a prepared pack brings within the reach of the performer, 

several very effective problems which have hitherto been 

dependent upon elaborate mental calculations.

The assistant could of course, by means of numbered 

cards, signal to the performer the position of any cerd in the 

pack or by means of a second pack of playing cards could display 

a duplicate of the card at any chosen position.

THE PASS SUPERSEDED.

The following is a method whereby the effect of 

producing a chosen card is obtained -without the use of the Pass. 

For purpose of explanation we instance The Card through the 

Handkerchief and if presented in this manner it will puzzle 

those acquainted with the usual method

" A Peck of Cards, arranged after the 3. 3. 9. method, is 

spread out face downwards upon the table and a. person selects 

one. The assistant is asked to memorize the card and whilst he 

is doing so, the performer gathers up the pack, but he has noted

the position from where the card taken, and in gathering the

pack together he glances at the card which -was next to the chosen 

card. From this he can tell the name of the card chosen. He has 

in his pockets the holders for ''The production of any card from 

the pocket” and whilst- the chosen card is being thoroughly 

shuffled back into the pack, he quickly finds and palms a 

duplicate of it,which he brings underneath the handkerchief.

From this point the trick proceeds as usual.



SOHC V

although "built up of conparitively old. ideas, 

lilt: and Sorcery has proved itself an exceeding!y effective item, 

rod ar no s i conjurers uj.il have tlio necessary apparatus already 

tii.iic.* possession we include it here exactly as we present

.ir. ourselv so.

having secured a volunteer assistant, the performer 

muds him a pack of playing carls, with the rc;;.v.ect that he ’will 

thoroughly shuffle the cards. These latter are then spread out 

face downwards by the assistant upon a small lr:y. inc performer, 

holding the tray, asks the assistant to take therefrom any card 

he wishes and m order that nobody shall have any idea what the 

card is, it is placed, still face downwards and without "being 

locked at, in a small "box. The assistant closes the "box and 

hands it to a member of the audience for safs-keeping.

The assistant is now asked to examine a smell silver 

tube, this, having "been found free from pro aeration, is closed 

at one end by a piece of paper end a me tel ring. Inside the 

tube she assistant now pashes a white silk handkerchief and 

closes the other end of the tube, in the same manner. The tube, 

hi thus condition, is placed upon a snail plate and left in 

view of the audience*

Hereh are shown, two silk handkerchiefs, one red and 

one hio.elc, the person holding the bon is asked to open it end 

fust inform the performer whether the card is red or black, in 

order to determine which silk shall be used*

If the card be red, then the black handkerchief is 

discarded and the red one is waved slowly up and down: It 

j ••cones srna.<lcr end smaller and finally disappears altogether*

Go: rg over to the tube, the performer breaks one end 

of the paper and produces from the tube the red handkerchief 

or.: it is found to be badly out and mutilated. The person 

holding the' box is asked for the name of the card - suppose it 

bo the Six of Diamonds - the white handkerchief is drawn from 

the tube md fastened to it are six large diamond shaped pieces 

of the rod hweakerchief, forming a large representation of the 

chosen card..



Little explanation is necessary, the card is really 

freely chosen from the shuffled "pack," if is then, without Being' 

looked at, placed in the ho:-: which is A Rotsrberg Card Bor, 

loaded in the bottom portion with a Six of Diamonds, or 

whatever card it is desired to use, The Box is closed pud handed, 

to some person in the audience. flic "Silver" tube is the 

usual "Drumhead" made up in the ordinary way with the white 

handkerchief inside. The fake is loaded with the duplicate 

white handkerchief with the rod pips sewn on and the red 

handkerchief with the pips cut out. Pills f eke is or. the

plate hidden by a small hunched up handkerchief. The tube 

containing the white silk handkerchief Being placed on the plate, 

loads in the fake and the covering handkerchief is thrown aside.

On the holder of the hex opening sane to find the 

colour of the card he naturally looks at the Six of Diamonds, 

the card that was freely chosen Being aucimatioally concealed 

By the P.oterherg Box,

For the vanish of the handkerchief, we use the 

ordinary Buatier Pull, But of course any method could Be used 

equally well,. The only thing that remains, is to have the 

untie of the card in the Box announced and to produce the two 

prepared handkerchiefs from the tuhe as effectively as possible*

For this very excellent method of using the RoterBerg 

Box we are indebted to Mr H. H. Hals all, a fellov/ memBer of 

The Magi.

When using the Drumhead Tube, the crush caused By the 

fake entering the tube can Be very effectively stopped By 

covering the fake with vaseline. This is far Better than the 

usual method of wetting the paper with the tips of the finger.

A LITTLE SURPRISE.

The production cf any card from the pocket is a 

splended trick But it lacks a climax. After we have had several 

cards called for and produced, a confederate calls out "The Four 

of Diamonds. This is produced and after a few more indifferent 

cards the confederate repeats his request for "The Four of 

Diamonds Me then produce a huge 4 of D. from the Back of the vest, 

remarking, that although ve have already produced the card we dont 

like to disappoint anybody.Thus effectively concluding the truck.



PAPER -G AI3, CASTLE.

■ TldvS problem '.'miax). As reproduced from the Magic Wend 

Quarterly (by hind pemisoion of Mr George Johnson) embodies 

practically the same Magical ideas ss.'-Silk and Sorcery" but we 

Include it here because by means of the patter the effect to an 

ordinary audience is entirely different and for a children's 

performance it would be difficult to find anything more effective.

THE EFFECT. The performer having succeeded in 

getting the assistance of a little girl, asks her to examine a 

small Silver" tube. One end of this is closed with a piece of 

paper by means of a metal ring. The tube is now given to the 

girl to hold, while the performer shov/s a small white silk 

handkerchief (The Princess) and the little girl pushes this 

into the tube and closes up the other end with paper in the 

usual fashion. The tube is now placed on a small tray.

A yellow silk (The Prince) is now given to the little 

assistant to hold, while the performer makes a small piece of 

paper into a cone (The Magic Chariot),

The yellow silk is pushed into the cone, and the end 

of the cone is folded over and fastened by thrusting s hat-pin 

through it. The girl now holds the hat-pin by each end, and the 

usual magic spoil is uttered. She takes the cone off the hat

pin and opens it out. The yellow silk has disappeared, the 

tube is picked up, the paper pierced at one end, the yellow 

silk is drawn out end tied to it is the white one.

The patter, which is by far the most import&nt factor, 

runs somewhat as follows :-

" I should like to show you one of my magical fairy .tales, 

and I'm sure one of the little ladies would like to help me.

I've got here a small silver tube, which I should like you to 

examine - just get inside and have a look round. How I am \ 

going to close one end of the tube by means of this smell piece. 

Of paper, will you hold the tube now. Hov/, once upon a time, \ 

there lived a Princess, which wasn’t such an exceptional thing 

for a princess to do; now this Princess was very beautiful, but 

she was very unhappy, end she was unhappy because her father, 

a wicked old baron, had shut her up in his castle. I want you 

to imagine that this white handkerchief represents the Princess,



and the silver tube represents the castle of her father, the 

"boron. Would you like to put the Princess in the castle ?

That’s right. Now do you think you could close that end of the 

tube like I closed the "bottom end. That’s the idea. You see, 

that is exactly what the "baron did - he had his castle 

specially fitted v/ith paper gates so that nobody could get in.

This yellow handkerchief is the second character in 

the story, perhaps you can guess who he is ? Yes; he is the 

"Prince, and, of course, was in love with the Princess. He 

wanted to get into the castle, but, of course, the paper 

gates prevented him-. He was really just giving it up in 

despair, when the fairies heard of the trouble, and decided 

to help him. I’ll show you how they did it. They told him 

to get into their Magic Chariot - I’ve forgotten to bring a 

magic chariot with uo , so I’m going to make this piece of 

paper into a little coco, and we’ll imagine this is the 

Magic Chariot. 1-Tow wo-"j 1 put the Prince in the chariot and in 

order that he may not fall out we will fasten liim in v/ith 

this hat pin. Will you hold it ?

Nov/ the fairies had to whisk the Prince from the 

chariot into the castle with the paper gates. To do that wc 

just utter the magic word ’'G-azeeka! ” Now will you please take 

the bag off the pin and unscrew it, Yes; I thought so, the 

Prince has gone. But he hasn’t gone far, because if we go over 

to the castle v/ith the paper gates we find that although the 

paper is still unbroken, the Prince has managed to get inside.

He has rescued the Princess and our little story ends - as 

all fairy stories end - they both lived happily ever *fter. "

EXPLANATION. The tube is, of course, the drumhead 

tube. This is made up in the usual manner v/ith the white silk 

inside. The fake is leaded v/ith a duplicate white handkerchief 

knotted to a duplicate yellow handkerchief; it is placed on 

the tray, hidden from the audience by a bunched up handkerchief. 

The closed tube is placed on the tray, the fake loaded in, and 

the bunched up handkerchief cast aside.

The yellow harduorchicf is vanished from the paper 

cone by means of the Peakes’ "Vanish. The ping-pong ball with 

the hole in its side is leaned into the cone under cover of 

the handkerchief, and palmed out. again with the handkerchief 

inside while giving the final pushes with the finger tips.

We are often told that one of the best methods of 

making a trick entertaining to children is to weave a fairy 

story around it, and the above is- the result of our efforts 

to put this into practice.



THE
. it IT. Ho TJI1TID & AATER PP.OBL’

The trick known as ’’The Wine & Water" is always sure 

of a good reception. It probably never deceives anybody hut the 

< flanging colours have a pleasing effect and it lends itself to a 

good patter story.

In this version, although there‘are five changes, only 

'•:?ree glasses are used ( a fact which the practical conjurer will 

appreciate ) and itwill he found useful whe*r&. the ordinary 

form of the trick has already been shown.

Water is poured from a Hurt jug Into the first glees 

and nothing happens, water poured into the second glass produces 

wine, and water poured into the third glass turns into stout.

.This leaves the jug about half full. The contents of the third 

glass (Stout) are poured back into the jug and produces lemonade. 

The second glass containing wine- is now poured back into the 

jug and. turns the whole contents there-of into wine. The first 

glass (Water) is poured back into the jug and the whole lot 

charges back again into water.

chemicals,

Needless to say, the .problem is‘based entirely on 

snd all the changes take place automatically.

The jug contains about a teaspoonful of liquor potess as 

(Solution of Potash) and a pinch of Selicytste of Soda (Powder) 

ter the first glass it will be necessary to melee up a stock 

solution. To do this, take one ounce of Oxalic .Acid and one 

ounce of Tartaric heid and dissolve them in a medicine bottle 

full of water. This solution will lest for months as only a

good teaspoonful is put into the first glass. :he second

glass is poured three or four drops of a solution of Phenol 

pr.thalein (dissolved in alcohol at 10f>. ) In the third 

glass there ere two or three drops of Tincture of Iron (Steel 

props.)

All the chemicals can be purchased quite cheaply ml 

la little experimenting will soon decide the exact quantities.

In conclusion, we trust that these few effects till 

prove as useful to the reader as they have been to the authors.



" Medina Villa "

99 Nicolas Road,

CHORLTON--C-HARDY, 

Manchester,

27th November 1921 .

To the Reader,

In submitting this, our initial 

venture in Magical Literature, v;e do so in the 

hope that the sane will not only be of interest 

to you, but also of practical utility.

As the booklet is not printed, we 

must confess the "Make-up'' may leave something to 

be desired, but we are cf the opinion that the 

matter contained therein will more then compensate 

this defect.. Had the booklet been printed we could 

not possibly have produced the same at such a 

moderate figure,

A2.1 the items have been presented 

in public with success, which'fact speaks more than 

pages of self - recommendation,

]7e trust therefore, that our 

publication, though unpretentious, will be given 

the very favourable consideration of its readers, 

in which case, it is more then probable that we 

will again take up cur pens end produce something 

slightly more substantial,

In the meantime,

Y/e beg to remain.

Yours Fraternally,

( Signed. )
NORMAN HOOLE 

J. J. SHEPHERD



ROBERT RAMSBOTTOM,

- -  DEALER IN HIGH GRADE - -

MAGICAL APPARATUS.

THE T. T. CARD RISER.—The Cards rise to the finger tips of the right hand, which is 

held a distance above the left hand holding the pack. NO! it is not the one you are 

thinking of. We admit candidly a thread IS used (this is not an American Advt.) but 

where is the mechanism? It is concealed in the T. T. If you don't know what T. T. 

means, send for one, if you do—you'll send for one just the same.

Price, 11/- Post free.

COMDEN’S WATCH AND JAM TRICK.—Actual borrowed watch dropped in centre of 

glass jar full of jam, lifted out and shown covered with jam, then replaced. Vanishes and 

is reproduced quite clean and undamaged from any place desired.

Price, 22/6 Post free.

COFFEE, SUGAR AND MILK.—Handsome set, consisting of Coffee Pot, Milk Jug, Sugar 

Basin and unprepared Oval Tray, all Nickel Plate and well finished. All articles shown 

empty before producing Hot Coffee, Sugar and Milk, without any suspicious moves.

Price, 84/- Post free.

ELUSIVE EGG CABINET.—A sure winner of the Die Box Type. Polished wooden cabinet 

with three compartments, six doors. An egg appears or disappears at will in any com

partment. All the doors may be opened at same time during any period of trick.

Price, 53/6 Post free.

DOVE PRODUCTION BOX.—Entirely self-contained. Box minus lid and bottom, stands 

on tray. Shown freely before and after production of doves or SOLID articles. Sides of 

box and thickness of tray, approx, i-inch.

Price, 64/- Post free.

CARD STAR AND POINTER CARD ON CANDLE
(Brass throughout) (Brass Candlestick)

42/6 Post free. 36/- Post free.

Two old effects brought up-to-date. Good sound props.

All the latest Magical literature in stock. Any Trick or Illusion made to order.

WRITE OR CALL.

An experienced Magician will attend to your requirements.

81, MARKET STREET, MANCHESTER.


